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Market Summary
AVERAGE PRICES
Sales
City Centre
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900

Average Price

% Change
3 Months
-1.03%
-2.86%
-1.88%
-1.26%
-1.76%

% Change
12 Months
-4.17%
-5.85%
-5.76%
-8.56%
-6.09%

% Change
3 Months
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

% Change
12 Months
0.27%
1.42%
1.32%
0.82%
0.96%

Average
Rental
£542
£613
£676
£722
£638

% Change
3 Months
0.15%
0.00%
-0.15%
0.28%
0.07%

% Change
12 Months
1.80%
0.16%
0.15%
0.56%
0.67%

Average
Rental
£537
£591
£641
£702
£618

% Change
3 Months
0.00%
0.34%
0.31%
0.00%
0.16%

% Change
12 Months
-0.74%
0.00%
0.00%
0.43%
-0.08%

£96,500
£119,000
£130,800
£156,500
£125,700

Docklands
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900

Average Price
£111,000
£135,300
£154,000
£183,500
£145,950

Figures include parking where available

Lettings
City Centre
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900

Docklands
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900

Figures assume parking where available and furnished to a decent standard

Liverpool City Centre Averages
Apartment
Type
Sales
Lettings

% Change
3 Months
-0.88%
0.12%

% Change
12 Months
-2.56%
0.30%

The sales figures are based upon a sample of apartments in the city/docklands and the prices that would be achieved in today’s market
conditions. They are not based on completed sales as the sample size would to be too low and could well result in wild variations in price.
The lettings figures are based upon market evidence. For each location a sample of 5 developments is used ranging from luxury to basic.

Residential Sales
The last quarter of 2010 was never going to offer much in the way of direction, either on the
upside or downside. With transactions close to an all time low and little sign of this improving
we would not expect to see any significant price movement. As it was, prices remained almost
static throughout the quarter with a 0.81% decrease across all sectors. Interestingly there
appears to be a little more pressure on prices in the city centre than there is in the docklands
area. The explanation for this probably reverts back to what we have covered previously that
buyers are looking to purchase in established schemes (with low tenant levels) of which there
are probably a higher proportion in docklands than in the city.
It is very much a familiar story in sales with those transactions that are getting over the line
concentrated on repossessions/distressed sales, parents buying for their children studying at
the Liverpool Universities, shared equity deals and owner occupiers purchasing in the better
established blocks in decent locations. Whilst these have been the main themes for 2010 we
struggle to see any other areas of the market that will increase the level of transactions. We
therefore have to hope that all four of these niches continue during 2011.
One of the big questions facing the market is the will they/wont they call on interest rates. We
like most commentators have sat in both the inflationary and deflationary camps during the
year but have to admit the pressures appear to be building on the upside and with this will
come the inevitable rise in rates. As many landlords have never had it better (low rates, low
voids and rising rents) there is no doubt that life will eventually become tougher. Whilst many
will be hoping rising rents will help ease the pain of rising rates we suspect rates will rise
quicker. Will this lead to a new round of repossessions after a quiet(ish) year in 2010?
probably, although much of this will depend on the view of the banks and that’s an even more
complicated will they/wont they!!
The national house price indices/commentary has been telling the story of increased supply
and a weakening demand. This resulted in Nationwide reporting a quarterly change of -0.6%
for the Northwest which at least was better than the average for the UK which finished at a
negative of -1.3% for the quarter. Lloyds/Halifax also reported a -0.9% reduction for the
quarter although again the Northwest appears to be performing slightly better than some
other areas of the UK.
At this time of year it is always interesting to see the predictions of the main lenders, agents
and “experts” in terms of the outlook for house prices for 2011. Interestingly there are very
few that are predicting any rise whatsoever with only the likes of John Charcoal, estate agents
Cluttons and one or two other parties expecting prices to stay flat or go slightly higher. At the
other end of the spectrum is Capital Economics who are predicting a fall of 10%. Even the
Governments new independent office for budget responsibility is forecasting a fall in prices of
3.1% and those guys are not normally renowned for their pessimism! We like Rightmove
expect a fall of between 3-5% over the next 12 months although we hope to see a recovery at
the end of this year in the city centre as mortgage finance improves and the continued
strength of the letting market tempts investors back in.
The continued uncertainty in the future direction of house prices, the strength of the letting
market, and continued talk of oversupply is opening up some great buying opportunities for
those in the know and especially for those with cash.

Residential Lettings
Doom and gloom over so let’s look at the one part of the market where even the most
hardened cynic would struggle to find some weakness – lettings.
In our last report we highlighted the tremendous boost that the student market had brought to
the city and how the apparent “oversupply” of apartments was no more. Indeed we talked of
lack of supply, rising rents and tenants renewing tenancies to avoid being left homeless!
Normally the months of October-December sees a substantial drop off in activity as the
students are sorted for the year and the lack of supply means a limited level of transactions.
Nothing could have been further from the truth as the activity levels seen in late summer
continued all the way through into October and didn’t appear to slow down until mid
November, a full month later than usual. Whilst the late summer rush was extremely
encouraging the fact that it continued well into November highlights the extraordinary strength
of the lettings market in the city centre.
We can see from the market summary that rents have started to rise as demand is
outstripping supply, although we do not think we have even begun to see the effect this
increased demand will have on city centre rental prices. Nationally rents are increasing as
less people decide/can afford to buy. We believe that this phenomenon will be exaggerated in
the city and are confident that we may see rent rises of between 10-15% over the next 18
months.
As always, let’s look at the potential downsides:
Rising unemployment in public sector (especially relevant to Liverpool). This may increase
some arrears and lead to a slight fall-off in demand. As public sector employees occupy a
much lower percentage of apartments than private sector workers/students it is unlikely to
have a major effect.
Student numbers which many commentators are suggesting will drop due to the introduction
of the new student cap/increased fees/lower subsidies. If you talk to the universities like we
do on a regular basis, they do not believe it will have a huge impact on numbers.
Stock levels are unlikely to increase that dramatically over the next 12 months although the
release of apartments at Mann Island, Kings Dock Mill and Moss Street will improve
availability but not to such an extent that it alters the status quo too much.
With not too many genuine hurdles to get in the way and the likehood that the city will
continue to attract people to live here (even those who are not working here) the future looks
bright for the lettings market over the next 2-3 years. So whilst sales is all doom and gloom
lettings is the opposite and to be honest that’s how the market should always work. The day
we get a market where both sales and lettings are strong will be a day to behold.

Population Analysis
Updates
Higher occupancy levels has increased the population
We have adjusted the average number of tenants per apartment upwards slightly after
analysing the last quarter take up
Vacant number of units dropped due to strength of lettings market.

City Centre Core: This area is what is considered to be the actual city centre by Liverpool
Vision/Liverpool City Council and is enclosed by the Mersey to the west, Upper Parliament
Street to the south, Grove St/Low Hill to the east and Islington/Leeds St to the North.
CITY CENTRE CORE
Number of built PROPERTIES (city centre core)
Number of OWNER OCCUPIED properties
Number of TENANTED properties
Number of VACANT Properties
VACANCY Rate
Number of Properties UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Number STUDENTS (living in non PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number STUDENTS (living in PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of Units let to SERVICED APARTMENT operators
Total Number of City Centre Residents

11,173
3,748
5,639
1,474
13%
911
1,823
8,520
312
24,978

City/Docklands Living: The area detailed above are but also includes areas which we
consider to be part of city living namely south docklands (City Quay, South Ferry Quay etc)
and those developments adjoining the roads named above ( for example The Reach, The
Quarter, The Collegiate, Gloucester Place etc).
ALL AREAS
Number of Properties Built (all areas)
Number of OWNER OCCUPIED Properties
Number of TENANTED Properties
Number of VACANT Properties
VACANCY Rate
Number of Properties UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Number of STUDENTS (living in non PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of STUDENTS (living in PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of Units let to SERVICED APARTMENT operators
Total Number of City Centre Residents

13,580
4,997
6,554
1,717
13%
1,120
2,216
10,499
312
30,473

Sales and Completions Analysis
(Information to 23rd November 2010)

This section shows the number of legal completions registered
with land registry in both the last 3 months and 12 months
Last 3 Months
Postcode
No of Completions
L1
24 properties
L2
3 properties
L3
40 properties

Last 12 months
Postcode
No of Completions
L1
135 properties
L2
13 properties
L3
234 properties

Postcodes
L1, L2, L3

Postcodes
L1, L2, L3

Last 3 Months
Completions
Total Stock
67 (-7)
8,287
(Compared to last quarter)
Last 12 months
Completions
Total Stock
382
8,287

As % of stock
0.08%

As % of stock
0.46%

Finance & Mortgage
(As at 12th January 2011)

The mortgage market continues to remain somewhat subdued. Whilst we reported some
positive news last quarter (with the likes of Paragon re entering the market), this quarter has
been fairly quiet. It appears that fixed rates may well have reached a bottom with quite a few
lenders raising these slightly over the last 2-3 weeks. Buy to let funding continues to be
selectively approached by the lenders and are typically offered with lower LTV’s than over the
last few years, high fees and interest rates around 2% higher than their owner occupier
equivalent.
The list of available mortgage offers detailed below is purely intended as a guide and is
sourced from Moneyfacts. It is not intended to be a “best buy” table or offer advice it simply
highlights some of the mortgage deals that were available on the date shown above.

Normal Mortgages (buying and remortgaging)
Type
Variable
Variable
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Rate
2.29%
2.50%
2.99%
2.99%
3.29%
3.49%
3.89%
4.19%
4.99%

Period
Term
Term
2 Year
2 Year
3 Year
3 Year
5 Year
5 Year
10 Year

Fee
£0
£0
£495
£495
£995
£999
£99
£995
£495

Max LTV
60%
70%
75%
75%
75%
75%
65%
75%
75%

Lender
HSBC
ING Direct
Saffron
Yorkshire
Chelsea
Mansfield BS
First Direct
Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Buy to Let Mortgages
Type
Variable
Variable
Variable
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Rate
3.99%
4.25%
4.99%
4.69%
4.99%
5.29%
5.39%
5.99%

Period
2 Year
2 Year
Term
2 Year
2 Year
3 Year
5 Year
5 Year

Fee
£995
£250
£999
2.50% of advance
£250
£1495
£250
£1495

Max LTV
65%
65%
80%
75%
65%
75%
65%
75%

Lender
Hinckley & Rugby
Coventry
Yorkshire
Mortgage Works
Coventry
Nottingham
Coventry
Post Office

Source: Moneyfacts (www.moneyfacts.co.uk)
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE. Written quotations are
available from individual lenders. Loans are subject to status and valuation and are not available to persons under the age of 18. All rates are
subject to change without notice. Please check all rates and terms with your lender or financial adviser before undertaking any borrowing.

Auction Results
Listed below are the auction results for properties (apartments) sold in Q4 in the main city centre postcodes (L1, L2 and L3) or
close periphery - city centre side of (L5, L6, L7 and L8)
Address
Apartment 3, 73 Wood Street, Liverpool, L1 4NU
Apartment 1, 73 Wood Street, Liverpool, L1 4NU
Apartment 8, 70A Bold Street, Liverpool, L1 4NU
Apartment 9, 70A Bold Street, Liverpool, L1 4NU
39, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
47, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
58, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
63, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
132 No 1 Princes Dock, Princes Dock, L3 1DZ
9, Irwell Chambers, Union St, Liverpool, L3 9UA
21, Irwell Chambers, Union St, Liverpool, L3 9UA
28, Irwell Chambers, Union St, Liverpool, L3 9UA
55, View 146, Conway St, Liverpool, L5, 3ND
152, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
145, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
44, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
43, No 1 Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1DZ
10, Irwell Chambers, Union St, Liverpool, L3 9UA

73 Wood Street

Auctioneer
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Venmore
Barnard Marc
Barnard Marc
Must be Sold
Countrywide
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Allsop
Must be Sold

Date
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
16/12/2010
19/11/2010
15/12/2010
15/12/2010
07/12/2010
11/11/2010
28/10/2010
28/10/2010
28/10/2010
28/10/2010
15/10/2010

GUIDE £
£50,000
£50,000
£55,000
£55,000
£50,000
£100,000
£115,000
£110,000
£65,000
£35,000
£32,000
£40,000
£30,000
£50,000
£50,000
£50,000
£100,000
£40,000

No 1 Princes Dock

SOLD £
£50,000
£50,000
£52,000
£53,000
£53,000
£100,000
£115,000
£120,000
£75,000
UNSOLD
£32,000
UNSOLD
UNSOLD
£57,000
£52,000
£50,000
£117,000
£42,000

FLOOR
1st
1st
2nd
3rd
6th
7th
9th
10th
4th
N/K
N/K
N/K
N/K
7th
6th
7th
6th
UGF

Beds
1
1
2
2
Studio
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
Studio
Studio
Studio
2
2

Baths
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Parking
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No

Rental
£450
£425
£550
£550
£450
£800
£675
£875
£500
£425
£425
£425
£400
£450
£450
£450
£725
£425

Yield
10.80%
10.20%
12.69%
12.45%
10.19%
9.60%
7.04%
8.75%
8.00%
N/A
15.94%
N/A
N/A
9.47%
10.38%
10.80%
7.44%
12.14%

70a Bold Street

If you wish to buy properties at this level of pricing City Residential Ltd offer a buying service which will enable you to purchase at levels normally
only available to seasoned investors and landlords – ring us for more details.

Liverpool Development Update
(Schemes containing a residential element)
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Mann Island, The Strand, L3 – Countryside/Neptune
The initial concern in respect of the bad news
regarding the collapse of Dylan Harvey
Residential Ltd into administration was quickly
followed by the positive follow up that Mann
Island was not affected by the administration
as the deal was with Dylan Harvey Group.
The development of the residential element of
the scheme continues apace with the two main
blocks taking shape. Anticipated build
complete for the initial residential element is
expected this month, January 2011. Work is
now well underway on the pre sold commercial
element of the scheme.
The Quarter, Sefton Street, L8 – Vermont Capitol
This large mixed use scheme is located on the
edge of the city centre core at the junction of
Parliament Street/Sefton Street and is an
important strategic scheme for the city
With phase 1 of the scheme now completed
the development is now almost 100%
occupied with a mixture of sales and lettings.
Future phases of the scheme will include
residential, hotel and leisure. The timing and
completion of the remaining phases is
logically
dependant
on
market/funding
conditions and demand.
Kings Waterfront, Kings Dock, L3 – Artisan
The development had stalled due to the credit
crunch/poor market. The developer is now
back on site and is anticipating first of the
completions in early 2011. The apartments will
initially be offered to the lettings market.
The development benefits from a good range
of 1 & 2 bed apartments and its close proximity
to the Arena and Albert Dock will ensure a
healthy demand from owner occupiers and
tenants.

Moss Street, L6 – Developer in Administration
Located close to the university/hospital this
development was another hit by the credit
crunch
when
the
developer
fell
into
administration. Although there have been some
construction issues first completions have now
taken place.
The scheme offers 58 large 2 bed (mostly with 2
bathrooms) and are now being sold onto the
open market (with prices from only £101,950). It
is proving popular with owner occupiers and
tenants.
Its
location
close
to
the
hospital/university is also appealing to key
workers and students.
Kings Dock Mill, Hurst Street – LAG Prichard
With the hotel element (as a new Hampton by
Hilton) now open the scheme is helping to
breathe life into this regeneration area of Baltic
Triangle and highlighting the convenience of the
location midway between Liverpool One and
Albert Dock/The Arena.
Approximately 50% of the residential element of
the scheme has been sold to an investment
consortium with the first completions now having
taken place and offering a welcome increase in
supply for the lettings market.

Hamilton House, Pall Mall, L3 – Green Apple Urban Developments
Located opposite the proposed new business
district of Liverpool on Pall Mall this recently
completed scheme comprises a total of 129
apartments.
Hamilton House was another scheme
affected by the collapse of the contractor;
and has now fallen into administration. The
apartments sold have been bought by a
mixture of owner occupiers and investors.
The remainder of the apartments are now
being sold and let onto the open market.

RECENTLY COMPLETED
Alexandra Tower, Princes Dock, L3 – Millennium Estates (in administration)
The scheme which was developed by
Millennium Estates went into administration in
late 2008. It has subsequently been brought
back to the lettings market offering a range of
1 and 2 bed apartments with stunning views
out across the river and back in towards the
city centre. The building also offers adjoining
car parking in a car stacker.
The scheme has proved extremely successful
with tenants looking for a quality scheme and a
good choice of apartments with the building
now let at close to full occupancy.
One Park West, Liverpool One – Grosvenor Developments
Having formally opened in 2009 One Park
West, Grosvenor's flagship residential
building is located in a prime location
adjoining Liverpool One, with many of the
apartments affording views across the newly
created park or to the west over the river.
The scheme has completed or let on over
270 apartments and has helped relieve some
of the tight supply in the lettings with a range
of studio, 1 and 2 bed apartments to let.
Demand remains positive for both lettings
and sales.
The Albany, Old Hall Street, L3 – Infinity/53N
One of Liverpool’s finest buildings The Albany
suffered in the administration of the developer
and the contract dispute with the contractor.
The new buyer has already made a substantial
investment in the building with a new release of
apartments having been snapped up by tenants
since their release in late summer/early autumn.
The first phase of apartments for sale have now
been released with strong demand from both
owner occupiers and investors anticipated as
the building is returned to its former glory.

Hilton Hotel Apartments, Liverpool One – Grosvenor/Ability Group
The stunning new Hilton Hotel at
Liverpool One opened its doors in
November 2009 and has already further
enhanced Liverpool’s hotel offering.
The building also boasts 47 apartments
(mixture of 1 and 2 beds) on its upper
floors with panoramic views over the
development towards the city/river.
The scheme was released for let late last
year with asking prices around £800 for a
1 bed apartment and £1000 for a 2 bed
apartment and is now nearly full.
Portside House, Duke Street, L1 – Portside House Duke St Ltd
This well located scheme at the bottom of
Duke Street (close to John Lewis) was
completed last year and comprises a total of
85 apartments with a selection of 1, 2 and 3
bed apartments.
The scheme has been predominately
marketed to the lettings market with a total
of 45 units currently let and managed.
The remaining units are currently being
marketed with prices ranging from £105,000
for a 1 bed and £132,500 for a 2 bed.
St Pauls Square, Old Hall Street, L3 – English Cities Fund
This 50 unit scheme is located in the heart of
the new business district of Liverpool, St Paul’s
Square and comprises a mix of 1 and 2 bed
units.
The scheme which initially struggled to sell
was transformed by the introduction of the
Homebuy Direct scheme resulting in over three
quarters of the apartments being sold. Some
of the remaining units are available to let or to
buy with 1 beds from £99,950 and 2 beds from
£149,950.

Capital (Tommy Lee) House, London Road, L3 - Parkmoor
Located off London Road close to The Royal
Liverpool Hospital this recently completed
scheme comprises a total of 38 apartments.
There have been some issues in relation to
completing the building and bringing it to the
market for resale’s/lettings.
Lettings have been focused on key workers
especially given the locality of the building
close to the Royal Liverpool Hospital and the
two universities.
Waterside, Princes Dock, L3 – City Lofts (in administration)
This was City Lofts second scheme in
Liverpool (and Princes Dock) adjacent to the
first development and Waterloo Warehouse.
The development comprises a total of 121
apartments all with views over Half Tide
Dock or back towards the city.
The scheme suffered during the credit crunch
and subsequently fell into administration
when City Lofts collapsed. A mixture of
individual sales/bulk sales continue with most
units returning to the lettings market.
Bispham House, Lace Street – Fresh Start Living
Another scheme to have suffered from a
developer administration (FM) was the
proposed refurbishment of Bispham House
just off Great Crosshall Street, L3
Manchester based Fresh Start Living has
taken on the job of finishing the scheme and
the scheme is now complete. The majority of
the units have been let and a potential sale
to an investor(s) is ongoing. Fresh Start
Living are also involved in the refurbishment
of Crete and Candia Towers in Everton.

STALLED/UNFINISHED SCHEMES
L1, The Strand – Windsor Development (Liverpool) Ltd in administration
Probably Liverpool’s most high profile “problem
site” owing to its strategic location at the corner
of Baltic Triangle and facing The Strand/Albert
Dock. After the collapse of Windsor
Developments (Liverpool) Ltd the site was
marketed without great success and its future
seemed bleak.
Recent reports suggest that Liverpool based
Neptune Developments may be trying to offer a
solution to the administrators with a proposed
mixed use development utilizing the existing
building footprints something which would be
great news for the city.
Herculaneum Quay, Riverside Drive – Herculaneum Developments Ltd
The residential tower scheme is located
fronting the river adjacent to Brunswick
Business Park and was to provide over 100
apartments with views across the river and
city. The collapse of the contractor has left the
future of the project and the site in the balance
(and in the hands of the bank).
Despite previous marketing campaigns having
failed to find a buyer, we understand that a
sale has been agreed by the marketing agent
Knight Frank and we await further news over
the coming months.

FUTURE SCHEMES
Central Village, Bold Street/Central Station, L1 – Merepark/Ballymore
This exciting mixed use scheme is now on site
having secured planning consent and a whole
raft of commercial sign ups including
Millennium & Copthorne, Q Park, Costa, Brew,
Drome and Animal. More recently Odeon,
Frankie and Benny’s and Chiquito’s have
agreed terms.
A new application to amend the residential
element of the scheme has been approved
retaining two towers of 217 apartments. The
apartments comprise a selection of studio, 1 &
2 beds offering stunning views across the city.
Garden Festival Site, L3 – Langtree Developments
With a unique setting and chequered history the
former garden festival site continues to evoke
much debate and controversy over its future. This
intensified with the collapse of one of the JV
partners in 2008 (David Mclean Homes).
Langtree the remaining partner have now taken
full control of the site and plan to re-open the
formal gardens in early 2011, with work having
begun on site last year. Question marks over
further public funding for the site remain with the
huge cut backs expected in this area.
Liverpool Waters, Central Docks, Liverpool – Peel Holdings
Peel Holdings proposed Liverpool Waters
scheme occupies 150 acres of prime waterfront
to the North of the Three Graces and promises to
transform this redundant area of docklands.
A full planning permission has been submitted for
the overall development and hopes are high that
this will be successful. The potential link up with
the Chinese also continues to prosper with the
development having been well promoted in
Shanghai (at the Liverpool Pavilion) and visited
by numerous Chinese dignitaries over the last 6
months.

Summary
So another year has passed us by and it must be said a reasonably uneventful one at that!
The tough times continue and with question marks over the future direction of house prices
and gathering belief that base rates may start to increase, can we expect much for 2011 –
probably not.
Whilst we share the concern of many in respect of interest rates and house prices our main
concerns probably lie with the likely response by the banks/lenders to the ongoing state of the
market. As you can see from the auction section repossessions are on the increase and this
is likely to continue as banks look to offload underperforming assets to reduce their balance
sheets. We have also seen the collapse of Pierse Construction during the quarter (who have
three schemes in the city) and the administration of the residential scheme at Pall Mall. We
suspect this trend will continue throughout this year potentially restricting any increase in
growth that would otherwise had been seen.
At least the lettings market continues unabated with an ever increasing demand chasing a
static supply with the inevitable effect of prices beginning to rise. With the factors seemingly
all in favour of lettings it may not be long before we start to see some developers considering
“build to rent” projects. Obviously for these to be viable we will need to see very low land
values and a long term view (not many of them around!) but it would not surprise us to see
these projects at least being discussed and proposed over the next 12-24 months.
To all of our customers, clients, colleagues and friends we hope that 2011 brings you more
good than bad and we look forward to working with you over the next 12 months.
Alan Bevan
City Residential
January 2011
0151 231 6100
07970 498187
alan.bevan@cityresidential.co.uk
www.cityresidential.co.uk
NEXT ISSUE: April 2011

Have a look at our new website www.cityresidential.co.uk which includes more details
of our services and properties for sale/to let in addition to a new BLOG
You can now also download all back copies of our Liverpool City Centre reports from
the website

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS/
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Do you or a client(s) have a block of apartments in the Northwest?
Do you need someone to manage the lettings/sales/management process?
Would you like to look at unique funding solutions to extract value from the scheme?
Do you understand the value of the freehold and would you like to maximize its value?
Do you require a bulk/investment sale?
City Residential are one of the leading residential asset management companies in the
Northwest. If you can answer yes to any of the above questions we will almost certainly be
able to provide a better solution to your scheme than you currently have.
ASSET MANAGEMENT
We currently asset manage hundreds of apartments across the Northwest region for
developers, banks, administrators, receivers etc. Whether it be individual lettings,
management, bulk sales, individual sales or financing we will have the solution for your
scheme.
GROUND RENT FREEHOLD DISPOSALS
We are market leaders in the acquisition/disposal of ground rents and freeholds. Acting for
some of the most active funds in the UK we can offer an array of solutions that can maximize
the value of a freehold and release cash to aid a distressed development. We have some
unique models/solutions that can be applied to a residential scheme irrespective to the build
stage.
BULK/FUND SALES
We act for and deal with many of the UK’s leading and most active residential funds. These
funds are genuine buyers and unlike many of the so called “funds” you may have come
across who inevitably fail to perform.

City Residential

City Residential is Liverpool’s award winning, premier residential agent specialising in city
centre and dockland apartments in Liverpool. Operating from Liverpool’s most prominent and
modern showroom we offer the full range of residential services as follows:
• Sales
• Lettings
• Management
• Finance/Mortgages
• Furnishings
• Investors Buying Service
• Property Consultancy
• Market Research
• Bulk Deals & Investment Properties
• Ground Rent/Freehold Investments
• Serviced Apartment deals/leases
For further information contact Alan Bevan on 0151 231 6100 or 07970 498187
alan.bevan@cityresidential.co.uk
www.cityresidential.co.uk

